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QUESTION A:  Which aspects of the course and the approach of the instructor were most 

helpful to you?  

 

INSTRUCTOR: 

 Always available 

 Gives best explanation possible when a question is asked or if something is unclear 

 Explains things well 

 His lectures 

 Power point 

 You take the time to explain things.  It’s very helpful 

 Often used technology to relate material, interesting and proficient in knowledge 

 His constant reminding to e-mail him if we have questions, to make at least one 

appointment with him to sit down and talk in his office, and always answering our 

questions after class 

 Very good teacher 

 Makes history not so boring a class 

 I liked his teaching style 

 He does a nice job making the information interesting and keeping my attention 

 He gave a lot of power point presentations to help us understand 

 Applies concepts to modern events 

 Professor Burkee was always straight-forward and easy to talk to 

 Very easy going 

 

COURSE: 

 Relatively easy learning 

 Nothing really 

 Provided a relatively comprehensive overview of history, expanded my world view 

 The daily news updates and visual aides 

 Was laid out very well 

 Power points 

 Class discussion 

 Sums up periods or history effectively 

 The readings were pretty long and there were many 

 None 

 

 

COURSE MATERIALS/TEXTBOOKS: 

 Cheap 

 Good information 

 More info on what he talks about 

 Makes good use of both a textbook and primary sources 



 The McNeil book is very informative, but the primary source journals seem pointless 

 McNeil is the most boring book of all time 

 Textbooks were good but often times hard to follow 

 Orange book is very organized 

 The books weren’t too expensive and were used often 

 

 

QUESTION B: Which aspects of the course and the approach of the instructor might be 

changed to make the course better?  

 

INSTRUCTOR: 

 Little more communication 

 Nothing 

 Use class time to discuss readings more often 

 His lectures 

 Student/teacher communications 

 N/A 

 A prompt for the final paper more than two weeks in advance 

 More/Quicker Response to e-mails 

 Effective contact information 

 Better explaining the text and have power points with text explain it 

 Try different methods of teaching besides just lecture 

 He needs to be more available and explain assignments better 

 N/A 

 Nothing 

 

 

COURSE: 

 Nothing 

 More interaction, more appeal 

 Offer 1 more writing opportunity and divide credit between the two 

 Not so many journals readings per day 

 Less outside homework 

 Less reading 

 Less reading 

 Less work in such a little time 

 

 

COURSE MATERIALS/TEXTBOOKS: 

 Fine 

 Less reading 

 McNeil text slightly dated, dry 

 McNeil can be tough to read sometime 

 Lose McNeil text 



 Books were like I said often times hard to understand. Dealt with the material though 

 More notes given 

 Not as much reading per section 

 McNeil book is a little hard to follow 

 N/A 


